NOTE: Gasboy DPC can be multi-dropped up to 16 fueling points.

Notes:
- Gasboy DPC can be multi-dropped up to 16 fueling points.
- The DTC can only support 4 ICRs. Does not support multi-drop.
- All Grounding Connections must connect to Service Panel Ground Lugs.
- It is acceptable for DPC and DTC to share the same breaker.

Panel:
- Line, Neutral, Ground - must use a minimum of 14 AWG copper wire inside 1/2" or 3/4" rigid steel conduit.

Gasboy ICR
- Petro-Net Junction Box
- OPW Petro-Net Cable Part # 12-1029 (twisted pair RS-485)

Gasboy DTC
- OPW Petro-Net Cable Part # 12-1029 (twisted pair RS-485)
- Terminal Comm Wires RS-485 Twisted Pair
- Must be within 25 feet of FSC3000

FSC3000
- USB
- Ethernet
- Phone
- RS485
- RS422

Gasboy ICR-specific
- CN1
- CN3
- CN8
- CN7
- CN6
- CN11
- CN2
- CN4
- CN5
- Power

Gasboy Pump Control Wires
- RS-485 Twisted Pair
- POLARITY IS IMPORTANT!

NOTE:
- All Grounding Connections must connect to Service Panel Ground Lugs.